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Abstract: Small, open developing economies in general, and small island developing states (SIDS)
in particular, have specific macroeconomic characteristics due both to their openness and their small
size. Small size means they can never have fully independent capital-intensive domestic economies,
so to raise incomes they must become thoroughly integrated into the global economy. The export
sector thus becomes the engine of growth; it provides domestic income, which is spent on domestic
goods and imports, driving overall economic output through a multiplier effect. Building on work
within the Caribbean structuralist tradition, this paper presents a demand-driven model that
includes capital accumulation and external debt. Given the limited data available for many small
island states, the model explicitly represents the external macroeconomic balance. An aggregate
representation of the national economy is derived formally from a two-sector model, following
models of a petroleum exporting country developed Seers and Bruce and Girvan. The model’s
performance was evaluated against the historical performance of the Caribbean countries of
Barbados, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago.
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1. Introduction
The economies of small, open, developing states have particular macroeconomic characteristics
due to their openness, their economic structure, and their small size. Within this group, many small
island developing states (SIDS) are also readily accessible to shipping. The English-speaking
Caribbean islands have produced a number of prominent economists who focused attention on those
special characteristics, and who had a significant influence over national and regional policy
(McKenzie 2005). Lewis (1954, 1979) introduced the idea of a “dual” economy in his analysis of the
transformation from largely agrarian economies with abundant labor to industrialized economies.
Arguing that domestic capital is scarce, Lewis suggested that countries should seek foreign investors,
a strategy since dubbed, somewhat critically, “industrialization by invitation”. In light of subsequent
experience, Demas ([1965] 2009) argued that this pathway can only ever lead to a partial
transformation. Small economies cannot become “balanced”, with light and heavy manufactures; raw
materials production and high technology; and robust agricultural, industrial and service sectors.
Rather, they must specialize. Moreover, because beyond a certain point small economies cannot reap
the gains of increasing scale on the basis of their own consumption, their specialization must be
oriented towards exports. Export-oriented sectors then become leading sectors, in that gross domestic
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product (GDP) growth tracks export growth to a much greater degree in small economies than it does
in large ones.
The theory and policy advocated by Lewis and Demas came under fierce attack as the Englishspeaking Caribbean islands gained their independence in the 1960s and 1970s. In part, the attack was
associated with a self-defined New World Group of young economists (Girvan 2006). One influential
model emerging from this group was the Plantation Economy model of Best (1968), of which a central
theme was that the export sector in Caribbean countries developed initially to serve a metropolitan
economy, and so was not fully integrated into the domestic economy. In a related analysis, Girvan
and Girvan (1970) argued that the development and exploitation of mineral resources in small
economies by larger ones led to an export sector minimally connected to the rest of the domestic
economy. These critiques, although they may have been unduly critical of prior theorists (Figueroa
1996), highlighted the substantial challenges that small economies face in effectively using the export
sector to drive a transformation of the domestic economy.
Kraay and Easterly (1999) questioned whether it is appropriate to focus attention on small island
economies. They demonstrated that such states tend to have higher GDP per capita compared to their
neighbors, and urged instead a focus on landlocked countries. This was not a new observation.
Demas ([1965] 2009) echoes a point made by Kuznets (1960) in a classic article, and reinforced recently
by Armstrong and Read (1995) that while small size creates problems, it also has benefits, such as
unified markets and flexibility, which small states can and have used to their advantage. Kuznets
(1960) noted that while country size is inversely related to openness, he found no correlation between
size and medium-term economic growth, a finding later confirmed by Milner and Westaway (1993).
Nevertheless, although landlocked countries face very serious challenges that should be seriously
addressed, SIDS will always be driven by forces out of their direct control. In particular, they rely
heavily on export demand and are vulnerable to storms and sea-level rise, which are intensifying
with climate change (Nurse et al. 2014). As the countries are too small—in terms of land area and
population—to support a self-reliant industrial economy, economic development depends on their
integration into a continually changing global economy. Without that integration, increases in GDP
per capita are misleading, reflecting what Demas ([1965] 2009) called growth without development.
Briguglio (1995) quantified the distinction by comparing country rankings by GDP per capita and
vulnerability. Of the 12 Caribbean Community (CARICOM) states included in his study, he found
that 11 have an “overrated” GDP per capita (the exception was Trinidad and Tobago). His findings
are supported by Guillaumont (2009), and Briguglio’s vulnerability index has informed subsequent
efforts to improve the resilience of small states (Lewis-Bynoe 2014). In short, while small island
developing states may tend to have comparatively high GDP per capita, it does not secure them a
restful existence. 1
From the foregoing, we can characterize the economic structure of small island developing states
as being composed of one or more export-oriented sectors, which may be capital or labor-intensive,
and a domestically oriented labor-intensive sector. Investment goods are imported. SIDS rely heavily
on imports, and must thus generate export revenue.
1

Bates and Angeon (2015) criticize both Briguglio and Guillaumont’s measures and offer support to Kraay
and Easterly. They point out that being small and an island are not determinate, and raise concern that
financial support to small island states could reward poor decisions. They argue that the SIDS category is
artificial, in that “islandness” does not confer a particular additional vulnerability that cannot be offset by
good policy. They contrast in particular Singapore with the Bahamas, arguing that Singapore followed a
“smart strategy” for development, while the Bahamas did not. Although we believe their arguments to have
some merit, they did not alter our conclusion. As we have already noted, the bulk of the literature
acknowledges that being a small island is not determinate. Furthermore, we would challenge the assumption
that smart strategies can be unambiguously identified ab initio. Poor choices can sometimes be foreseen and
avoided, but it is difficult to say which of several promising strategies will ultimately succeed. Finally, we
point out that the history of Singapore and the Bahamas are quite distinct. As argued by Stubbs (1999), war
or the threat of war enabled the emergence of strong states throughout East and South-east Asia. In this view,
the comparative peacefulness of the Americas made it is harder to impose unpleasant sacrifices in the interest
of long-run development.
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1.1. Related Research
A recurring theme in Caribbean economic thought (Demas [1965] 2009; Best 1968; Girvan and
Girvan 1970) is that the foreign exchange earned by the export-oriented sectors must be used to fund
the transformation of the rest of the domestic economy. That is, while an effective insertion into the
global economy is necessary for development, it must be accompanied by an equally effective
insertion of the export-oriented sectors into the domestic economy. The Plantation Economy model
of Best was a historical explanation for why this had failed to happen in the Caribbean. Seers (1964)
studied domestic-export sector links with a simple model for a small petroleum exporter. He
constructed an effective aggregate one-sector model formally from a two-sector model. Bruce and
Girvan (1972) later recast his model in Keynesian terms, while following the same strategy. In the
models of Seers and Bruce and Girvan, export demand drives domestic demand through a multiplier.
The multiplier operates through domestic wage income, which may derive from government
employment.
The approach of Seers and Bruce and Girvan is reminiscent of “export base” theory, which
enjoyed some popularity in the 1970s. In export base models, local (or “non-basic”) employment or
income is a multiplier on the “basic” employment or income generated by export-oriented sectors. In
a foundational paper, North (1955) stated explicitly that he meant the theory to apply to U.S. regions
or similar and not to developing countries, and most applications of the theory followed his lead.
Nevertheless, many of his observations and conclusions are relevant to SIDS: dependence on a
narrow range of exports; the need to import capital goods (at least initially); and vulnerability to
external demand for the export and changes in the costs of intermediate inputs to production. A
distinct difference between U.S. regions and SIDS is that the geographical area covered by the U.S.
region can expand, allowing economic activity to diversify, while the geographical extent of small
islands is fixed. This distinction was central to both Demas’ ([1965] 2009) and Kuznets’ (1960)
arguments.
The models developed in the Caribbean theoretical tradition are structuralist, in that persistent
structural features of the economy strongly influence its trajectory (Taylor 2004). Behavior matters,
but structuralists argue that economics cannot be reduced to the optimizing behavior of individuals.
Rather, institutions and persistent structural features of the economy strongly shape economic
behavior. Chenery (1975) in a classic paper, argued that while neoclassical and neo-Marxist theory
was originally developed for industrial economies and then later adapted to developing countries,
structuralism started with the realities of developing economies. Citing Rosenstein-Rodan (1943),
Lewis (1954), and others, he identified the structuralist approach as one that sought to “identify
specific rigidities, lags, and other characteristics of the structure of developing economies that affect
economic adjustments and the choice of development policy.” While structures are persistent, they
can and do change over time, and can sometimes be deliberately altered through policy. Thus,
structuralist models may focus on either understanding economic behavior within a given set of
structures or the consequences of structural change. In this paper, we take the first approach, as did
several authors in the Caribbean structuralist tradition (McKenzie 2005).
Gibson (2003) distinguishes the “early” structuralism of Chenery and others from “late”
structuralism as practiced by Taylor and others (Taylor 1989, 1990, 2004; Ocampo 2003; Ocampo et
al. 2013), which is more concerned with changes in the global economic environment than was early
structuralism. Late structuralism is also concerned with themes explored in this paper: insertion into
the global economy, domestic sectoral linkages, and instability (Ocampo 2003). Late structuralist
models tend to be demand-led (Setterfield 2002), in that demand drives growth, which stimulates
capital accumulation. In contrast, conventional macroeconomic models are typically supply-led, in
that capital accumulation drives output growth. It is a truism that exports are particularly important
for developing and small open economies because only exports can generate foreign exchange to
purchase goods and services that the domestic economy cannot supply. This observation is
particularly salient to demand-led models, and demand for exports plays a prominent role in both
balance of payments-constrained models (Thirlwall 1979; Hussain 2006, p. 27) and structuralist
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models (Ocampo et al. 2013, chp. 4). As with Seers (1964), Bruce and Girvan (1972), and the current
paper, many structuralist models capture the importance of exports through a multiplier.
The institutional structuralist tradition we draw on in this paper, can be contrasted with the
neoclassical models that have dominated macroeconomic theory since the 1970s. The neoclassical
“New Structural Economics” arose from the work of Chenery (1975) and others. Theorists in this field
encourage countries to climb a technological ladder by following, at each rung, their (possibly
dynamic) comparative advantage based on their (developing) endowment (Lin 2012). Similar
concerns are shared by the institutional structuralism that informs this paper (e.g., Ocampo 2003),
but in a broader institutional context. Because of its narrow context, limited set of causal mechanisms,
and specific technical assumptions, institutional structuralists tend to view New Structural
Economics as at best incomplete and at worst incoherent (Storm 2015).
Neoclassical growth models have been applied in the Caribbean, of the Solow (1956) and
endogenous growth (Aghion et al. 1998) varieties (ECLAC 2009). Such models view growth as arising
from expanding provision of factors of production and the productivity with which those factors are
used. They posit an aggregate production function subject to decreasing returns to scale that serves
to determine the optimal use of factors and the rates at which they are compensated. In the Solow
model, productivity growth is exogenous. In endogenous growth models, which allow for constant
or increasing returns to scale, firms and workers face a strategic choice between provision (fixed
capital investment, labor force participation) and productivity growth (through research and
development (R&D) and education or other human capital investment). Their optimal choices
determine the growth path of the economy.
Structuralists see several problems with neoclassical growth theory, some of which are acute in
the case of SIDS. The focus on supply-side factors ignores the problem of fluctuating demand, while
the optimizing framework downplays the substantial uncertainties faced by small economies. Large
economies normally operate as going concerns (Means 1964; Lee 1999), so firms can be reasonably
confident of the level of demand for their products and the cost of their inputs, given the general state
of the economy. That is not the case for SIDS, whose leading firms are small actors in global markets
with more or less uncertain downstream demand and upstream prices. Long-range planning is a
matter of strategic alliances, contingency planning, flexibility, and responsiveness, not optimal
investment plans in a comparatively steady environment. Structuralists also object to the neoclassical
production function. In the year after Solow published his model, Phelps Brown (1957) showed that
the excellent goodness-of-fit statistics for the Cobb–Douglas production function were due to an
accounting identity. Fisher (2005) argued that the neoclassical aggregate production function does
not exist, while Samuelson (1966) conceded the claim of Sraffa (1962) and others associated with the
University of Cambridge that a marginal productivity of capital cannot be defined (Cohen and
Harcourt 2003). 2 Phelps Brown’s finding has been rediscovered and reinforced several times (Shaikh
1974; Felipe and McCombie 2001, 2006). These and other critiques of the aggregate production
function are thoroughly explored in Felipe and McCombie (2013).
Hausmann and Klinger (2009) provide a unique and compelling viewpoint on the prospects for
structural change in the Caribbean. Their empirical approach, grounded in network analysis, sits
outside both neoclassical and institutional structural theory. They take global trade data and treat
it as a database of technical potential. They ask, first, what export basket a country is producing. They
then ask, given the export baskets of other countries, what other products might be considered
“nearby”. Their analysis makes clear that the “technological ladder” is a misleading analog. Given a
country’s product mix, it can develop in any of several directions. The crucial question is the density
of the country’s neighborhood in “product space”; greater density means greater choice. Hausmann

2

These are separate, but reinforcing points. Fisher showed that an aggregate production function cannot be
defined, and the Cambridge Capital Controversies undermined the claim that factors are paid for their
marginal contribution to output. The question then arises as to why the neoclassical growth model appears
to work anyway. The answer is that statistical tests are in fact confirming an accounting identity, not testing
the model.
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and Klinger found that most Caribbean countries, taken individually, are in sparse, peripheral areas
of product space.
1.2. Aims and Contribution
In this paper, we present a structuralist model to be applied to small island developing
economies. The model was developed in the context of a set of Caribbean climate adaptation
scenarios (Drakes et al., 2016) as an exercise in applied economics. The model can be seen as an
elaboration of the approach of Seers (1964) and of Bruce and Girvan (1972). As in those papers, the
local economy is driven by exports through a multiplier. However, the multiplier operates through
both wages in the export sector and export-sector demand for domestic goods. Following Seers and
Bruce and Girvan, we explicitly derive the multiplier through formally aggregating a two-sector
model. As a consequence, the multiplier is not fixed. This distinguishes the theory in this paper from
export base models, at least as practiced in the 1970s, which typically assumed a fixed multiplier
(Lewis 1976). When we fit the model to data later in the paper, we estimate parameters related to the
underlying two-sector model, rather than directly estimating the multiplier itself.
Data limitations effectively restrict the model to the “external” macroeconomic balance, or the
trade gap (Taylor 1989), and only permit an aggregate representation of the national economy. Thus,
the model can be used to understand how an exogenous export demand drives the national economy
and the external debt, but not to study public spending, central bank operations, and similar internal
dynamics. The focus on the external balance is reminiscent of balance of payments-constrained
growth models (Thirlwall 1979, 2011), but unlike those models it is meant to apply in the short and
medium terms, and not only the long run, so we do not impose a zero trade balance.
Gross domestic product (GDP) 3 is driven mainly by exports, although it also responds to
changes in population. An import propensity determines the level of imports, while the investment
rate depends negatively on debt and positively on utilization of capital. The external balance is then
computed, in which net addition to external liabilities is given by the gap between imports and
exports, thereby increasing or decreasing the external debt.
We apply the model to three Caribbean countries: Barbados, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago.
In doing so, admittedly we break a cardinal rule of structuralism: to construct models tailored to
specific national situations and reject “one size fits all” approaches. Our choice largely reflects the
constraints of the study for which the model was developed. Macroeconomic analysis was not central;
rather, it was one input out of many into the construction of adaptation scenarios at the level of
individual islands. The limits of the study informed the decision to use readily-available datasets and
focus on the external balance of individual countries. However, there is a further substantive
justification for our choice. If the distinctive characteristics of SIDS are ever to be captured in global
models, then it will be through stylized models. To the extent that the model presented in this paper
succeeds in representing economic trends in these three quite different countries, it could be a step in
that direction.
1.3. Study Area
The Caribbean consists of a large number of small island developing states that struggle to enter
international markets and become integrated into the global economy. Regional integration,
particularly amongst the English-speaking Caribbean countries, has long been seen as a method by
which these small economies can play a larger role on the global stage. This has proven
extraordinarily difficult, so otherwise modest but successful steps toward integration, such as the
formation of the West Indies cricket team, have become important reference points. Political regional
integration was first attempted in the late 1950s with the West Indian Federation, but it collapsed
within four years. A further attempt began in 1973 with the formation of the Caribbean Community
3

Arguably, gross national income (GNI) is more relevant than GDP in a model focusing on externally-oriented
production in which a significant portion of the capital in the export sector is foreign-owned. However, the
available data are insufficient to test and calibrate such a model.
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(CARICOM), a regional grouping of 15 Caribbean nations and dependencies, including the three case
study countries in this paper.
CARICOM has a set of objectives which include, inter alia, expansion of trade and economic
relations with third states and enhanced levels of international competitiveness. 4 CARICOM
proposes four pillars to achieve these objectives of which the most pertinent is the Caribbean Single
Market and Economy (CSME). Hausmann and Klinger’s (2009) study provided strong evidence for
the positive potential of integration by showing that CARICOM, in the aggregate, has a high current
level of export sophistication and sits in a dense neighborhood of product space. However,
integration carries political risks as well as economic rewards, and it is now 17 years since the Revised
Treaty of Chaguaramas, which established the process of moving to a CSME. Although there was
some early progress (ECLAC 2003), overall achievement is still limited (Alleyne and Francis 2017).
Today, countries generally operate independently rather than as a coherent trading bloc when
interacting with the rest of the world. Thus, we apply the model separately to each of the three
countries vis-à-vis the rest of the world, and do not consider the possibility of regional integration.
We briefly describe each case study country in turn.
Barbados is a middle income country according to World Bank definitions. It is the smallest
country in our study, with a land area of just 430 square kilometers and a population of less than 0.3
million. Traditionally, the island relied upon sugar production and export; the island was one of the
richest European colonies in the Caribbean in the 17th and 18th centuries. At independence in 1966
sugar was still the chief foreign exchange earner; however, the tide was already turning with an
increase in visitors from the UK and Canada starting from the 1950s and 1960s continuing with the
construction of a deep-water port in 1961 and the growth in international aviation through the 1980s
and 1990s. The country is now heavily dependent on the tourist industry. In 2017, visitor exports
contributed 13% of GDP directly, 41% of GDP including indirect contributions, and over 68% of all
export revenue (WTTC 2018a).
Jamaica is the largest country in the study, with a land area of over 10,000 square kilometres and
a population of over 3.0 million. It is also the poorest of our case study countries, with a GDP per
capita just over half that of Barbados. Traditionally, the economy was dependent on the production
of cash crops for export, predominantly sugar, bananas and tobacco. This changed markedly in the
1950s with the discovery of alumina deposits. Independence in 1962 was followed by sporadic and
uneven development. The production and export of agricultural commodities declined, while
manufacturing and mining have expanded, first through state assistance programs and then through
structural adjustment and economic liberalization programs in the 1980s and 1990s. From the World
Bank World Integrated Trade Solution (WITS) database, Jamaica’s key exports today are alumina and
bauxite, which together account for almost half of exports. Tourism has also grown, along with
remittances, as a substantial source of foreign exchange. Tourism contributed 10% of GDP directly in
2017 and 33% when including indirect contributions (WTTC 2018b). Visitor exports generated over
60% of all exports. Remittances are also a major source of foreign exchange. From the World Bank
World Development Indicators (WDI) dataset, they accounted for 17% of GDP in 2016, the 11th
highest contribution in the world.
Trinidad and Tobago is the richest of the three case studies, classified as a high income country
by the World Bank. It is approximately half the size of Jamaica and has a population of 1.2 million.
Its economy is heavily dependent on the extraction and processing of oil and gas. Oil was first
discovered in 1866 and the economy has depended on global movements in the price of the
commodity ever since (Boopsingh and McGuire 2014). After severe economic distress following the
collapse of oil prices in the 1980s, the country began to diversify away from crude oil toward natural
gas and derivative products. After a free-trade zone was established in 1988, industries dependent
on oil and gas products or inexpensive energy have grown. From the World Bank WITS database,
approximately 70% of all exports by value are now from oil or related products. In 2000, an Interim
Revenue Stabilisation Fund helped cushion the effects of oil revenue on the economy. The interim

4

https://caricom.org/community/objectives/.
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fund was formalized in 2007 by an act of Parliament as the Heritage and Stabilisation Fund (Williams
2012).
In the next section we present the two-sector production model. We then aggregate to one sector
and add investment and debt dynamics. After calibrating the model for Barbados, Jamaica, and
Trinidad and Tobago, we present simulation results for Barbados, discuss the calibrations and
simulations, and conclude.
2. Methodology
As discussed in the introduction, we construct a national model by starting from a model with
two sectors—export and domestic—and then aggregating. Thus, we assume a dual economic
structure, a common feature of models developed in the Caribbean structuralist tradition. The model
allows for each sector to have some demand for the other’s outputs. Some products of the export
sector might be consumed domestically, whether in final consumption or as an intermediate input to
the domestic goods sector, while the domestic sector output might be purchased as intermediate
inputs into the export sector, such as domestic services, construction, small manufactures or food
production.
The main drivers and feedbacks for the two-sector model are shown in Figure 1. Export demand
contributes to GDP and tends to reduce debt levels. GDP both fuels consumption and supplies it,
while some consumption adds to imports. Investment also adds to imports, and the gap between
imports and exports contributes to debt; remittances also affect debt accumulation.

consumption

utilization

GDP
GDP growth
exports

remittances

investment

capital

debt-to-GDP

debt
imports
Figure 1. Main drivers and feedbacks in the export-led model.

In keeping with structuralist theory (Taylor 2004), we adopt Kaleckian models of saving and
investment. As a matter of accounting, in an open economy, the current account balance B is equal to
net saving S (both private and public) less investment,

B= S − I .

(1)

The balance in this equation is not achieved automatically. Saving and investment decisions are
made at different times, and often by different actors, while the current account balance is determined
by export demand and domestic demand for imports, whether for consumption, investment, or
intermediate inputs to production. In Kaleckian models, capacity utilization affects all three terms,
and adjusts to ensure that Equation (1) holds. By contrast, in neoclassical models, flexible prices
adjust to bring accounts into balance—we discuss prices below. In the model presented in this paper,
and as shown in Figure 1, GDP growth, the debt-to-GDP ratio, and capacity utilization all influence
investment, where utilization is determined by the ratio of GDP to the capital stock. The current
account balance is computed as the difference between exports and imports, while saving is implicitly
determined by income net of expenditure.
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2.1. Prices
We express nominal wages and domestic prices in the local currency, and debt and external
prices in the world currency, taken to be US dollars (USD). All prices in the model are exogenous,
including the exchange rate, e. Exports, imports, and investment goods are all tradable, and we write
the corresponding world prices with asterisks. The domestic prices are Px, Pm, and Pi, respectively.
*
*
Px eP=
Pm eP
Pi ePi * .
=
=
x ,
m,

(2)

Domestic goods are not traded, and they have only a domestic price, Pd.
For the domestic sector the exogeneity of prices requires some explanation. The price level of
consumption, and thus the real wage in the domestic goods sector, is influenced by the cost of
imported intermediate and final consumption goods and the wage rates prevailing in the export
sector. Holder and Worrell (1985) found, for Barbados, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago, that by far
the strongest influence on the price of non-tradables (corresponding to the domestic sector in this
model) is the price of tradables (corresponding to the export sector and imported goods in this
model). Labor costs had a small and sometimes statistically insignificant effect, while bank lending
rates had a statistically significant but not very large effect. In contrast, the lagged price level did
explain wage rates. As the prices of tradables are determined in world markets, we assume
exogenous prices and implicitly compute wage rates from prices by assuming constant wage shares
of income in each production sector.
This approach toward price and wage determination differs from both neoclassical theory, in
which prices adjust to bring accounts into balance, and Kaleckian theory, in which prices are set as a
markup on labor costs. It is closer in spirit to classical theory with a conventional wage—or, in this
case, a conventional wage share (Foley and Michl 1999, p. 104).
To compute the GDP price level P and real GDP Y, we construct a Laspeyre’s index. Denoting
exports by X and the share of GDP output going to exports by ξ,

ξ≡

ePx* X
.
PY

(3)

The GDP deflator is equal to a weighted sum of the inflation rate of prices for domestic goods
and prices of exports. Using a hat to indicate a growth rate, we have

Pˆ =−
(1 ξ ) Pˆd + ξ Pˆx .

(4)

With this definition, the growth rate of real GDP is computed as
¶ − Pˆ .
Yˆ PY
=

(5)

Next we explain how nominal GDP, PY, is determined in the model.
2.2. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the Two-Sector Model
Denoting the export sector by a subscript x and the domestic sector by a subscript d, the input–
output relationships for the economy relate production Yx, Yd to demand for exports X, domestic
consumption of export and domestic goods Cx, Cd, and demand for intermediate goods, net of own-use,

Yx = X + Cx + axd Yd ,

(6)

Y=
Cd + adxYx .
d

(7)

This is a conventional input–output framework, but net of intermediate exchanges within each
sector. We expect such exchanges to be present—for example, we expect a demand for domestic
goods by the domestic sector—but are compelled by data limitations to restrict the number of free
parameters.
On the production side, GDP is equal to the production of goods for export and goods for
domestic consumption produced by either the export or domestic-goods sectors,
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PY = ePx* X + Px Cx + Pd Cd .

(8)

On the consumption side, total income—GDP plus remittance inflows R plus net new external
liabilities eℓ (where e is the exchange rate)—equals total expenditure. Total expenditure is given by
consumption of domestically produced goods, PxCx and PdCd, plus consumption of imported goods
PmCm and intermediate imports PmmxYx + PmmdYd, plus imported capital goods (investment PiI), and
remitted profits Πr,

PY + R +=
el Px Cx + Pd Cd + Pm ( Cm + mxYx + md Yd ) + Pi I + Π r .

(9)

Net new external liabilities are computed as a residual in the model. Remittance income arrives
from a variety of sources, including investment income and remitted wages from family members
working abroad. For simplicity, we assume that personal remittance income is proportional to GDP,
with a factor ρpers,
R = ρ pers PY .

(10)

Remitted profits (an outflow) represent investment income to overseas investors, which we
write as a rate ρK applied to the capital stock valued at the current price of investment goods, Pi,
Π r =ρ K Pi K .

(11)

2.3. Consumption in the Two-Sector Model
All consumption in the model is paid for out of wages or mixed income. Consumption patterns
adjust gradually to changes in wages, so rather than the current year’s wage receipts W, consumption
is related to (exponentially) smoothed wage income W . We set a floor to consumption at a basic
consumption demand c0 per person, for a population N, and apply a marginal saving rate sw to
marginal income above the level needed for basic consumption.
The wage bill, W, is equal to output multiplied by the wage, which we express as wage shares
ωx and ωd multiplied by prices in the export and domestic goods sectors,
=
W Pxω xYx + Pd ωd Yd .

(12)

Basic consumption is supplied fully by the domestic goods sector, while non-basic consumption
is split between the consumption of imported goods, with a share m, and consumption of
domestically produced goods. Consumption of domestically produced goods is further divided
between the consumption of domestic sector goods with a share cd, and of export sector goods with
a share cx. The consumption shares sum to one,
cx + cd =
1.

(13)

With these assumptions, the different components of consumption are given by

Pd Cd = Pd c0 N + cd (1 − m )(1 − sw ) (W − Pd c0 N ) ,

(14)

Px Cx = cx (1 − m )(1 − sw ) (W − Pd c0 N ) ,

(15)

Pm Cm =
m (1 − sw ) (W − Pd c0 N ) .

(16)

Combined, they give total consumption expenditure,

Pd Cd + Px Cx + Pm C=
Pd c0 N + (1 − sw ) (W − Pd c0 N ) .
m

(17)

The smoothed wage at the current time step is related to the current wage and the smoothed
wage in the previous time step through the relation,
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W = zW + (1 − z ) W−1 ,

(18)

where z is a rate in terms of the time step, which is taken to be a quarter.
Substituting the expressions for consumption, Equations (14) and (15), into the expression for
the wage bill, Equation (12), gives

PY
= ePx* X + Pd c0 N + (1 − m )(1 − sw ) (W − Pd c0 N ) .
{
1 2 3 1 4 4 4 44 2 4 4 4 4 43
exports
direct

basic cons.
direct

indirect

(19)

Total imports, M, in domestic currency are given by the sum of imported consumption goods
and investment expenditure,

M = Pm Cm + PI
i = m (1 − sw ) (W − Pd c0 N ) + PI
i .

(20)

Following Thirlwall (2011, p. 322), we allow imports to depend on the domestic price relative to
the price of imports, with an elasticity, εm, 5
εm

 eP* 
m = m0  m  .
 Pd 

(21)

The expressions above can be combined to construct an aggregate model.
2.4. The Aggregated One-Sector Model
The flow of calculations implied by the two-sector model is shown in Figure 2: exogenous prices,
population, and export demand drive the model. Combined with the lagged smoothed wage bill,
these variables determine output in each sector, which subsequently determine the instantaneous
wage bill. The instantaneous wage then contributes to the next-period lagged smoothed wage bill.
exogenous

prices
X

Yx

N

Yd

W

W-1
Figure 2. Flow of calculation in the aggregate production model.

The strategy for constructing the aggregate model is to solve for output from the domestic and
export sectors by combining the input–output relations in Equations (6) and (7) with the
consumption Equations (14)–(16). Sector output, Yx and Yd, enters the consumption equation through
the lagged wage, given by the combination of Equations (12) and (18).
The result is two linear equations in two unknowns. In matrix form, they are

−axd − zcx Φωd  Yx   X   cx  

 1 − θ zcx Φω x
W−1
− c0 N  ,

 =
 
 +   Φ (1 − z )
1 − zcd Φωd  Yd   c0 N   cd  
Pd
 −adx − θ zcd Φωx


(22)

where Φ is a factor translating total final demand to demand for domestic goods,
Φ ≡ (1 − m )(1 − sw ) .

5

In Thirlwall’s model the elasticity applies to all imports, not only consumption goods.

(23)
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and θ is the ratio of the domestic price for export goods to the price for domestic goods,
=
θ

Px ePx*
=
.
Pd
Pd

(24)

The right-hand side of Equation (22) contains exports X, the previous-period smoothed wage
�
𝑊𝑊−1 , and the population N; these drive the model, as shown in Figure 2. The coefficients on the lefthand side depend on prices as well as model parameters to be estimated from data.
For notational simplicity, the unwieldy expressions in Equation (22) can be replaced by
1 − Axx

 − Adx

− Axd   Yx   X   cx 
  = 
 +   Ω,
1 − Add   Yd   c0 N   cd 

(25)

where the definitions of the Aij and Ω can be found by comparing this equation to (22). Solving this
system gives expressions for real output in the export and domestic goods sectors,

Yx =

Yd =

(1 − Add )( X + cx Ω ) + Axd ( c0 N + cd Ω )
∆
Adx ( X + cx Ω ) + (1 − Axx )( c0 N + cd Ω )
∆

,

(26)

.

(27)

Here, Δ is the determinant of the matrix in Equation (25),

(1 − Axx )(1 − Add ) − Axd Adx .

∆=

(28)

Inserting these expressions into Equation (12), which expresses the wage bill in terms of prices,
wage shares, and output, the wage bill can be written as a sum of three terms,
W = WX + WN + WΩ ,

(29)

where

WX =

WN =

WΩ

ω x ePx* (1 − Add ) + ωd Pd Adx
∆

ω x ePx* Axd + ωd Pd (1 − Axx )
∆

X,

(30)

c0 N ,

(31)

ω x ePx* (1 − Add ) cx + Axd cd  + ωd Pd  Adx cx + (1 − Axx ) cd 
∆

Ω.

(32)

When combined with the smoothed wage formula in Equation (18), the aggregate production
model is closed.
2.5. Balance of Payments, Debt and Investment
Small size and dependence on export income makes small island developing states prone to
external imbalances and fluctuating levels of debt. While in the long run fiscal and financial forces
reduce imbalances, thereby ensuring that Thirwall’s Law holds (Thirlwall 1979; Hussain 2006), in the
short and medium run significant imbalances are the norm, affecting both daily life and domestic
politics. In the model, external debt, D, is denominated in the international currency (USD). Debt is
increased by interest accruals at a rate i and net new external liabilities, ℓ,
∆D= iD−1 + l .

(33)

Net new external liabilities are created whenever imports and net remittance inflows exceed
exports, which can be found by subtracting GDP in production terms, Equation (8), from GDP in
consumption terms, Equation (9). The result is
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e=
l M − ePx* X + Π r − R.

(34)

Remitted profits depend on the capital stock from Equation (11), while imports include
investment goods as in Equation (20). Thus, the external balance is tied to capital accumulation.
Capital stocks in the model follow perpetual inventory dynamics, with the growth rate of the
capital stock given by
Kˆ= g − δ .

(35)

Here, g = I/K is the gross investment rate and δ is the depreciation rate. Investment decisions are
driven by expectations of further real growth, short-term changes in capacity utilization, and debt.
Denoting capacity utilization by u, the debt-to-GDP ratio by v and a reference level of v by v*, the
gross investment rate is given by

g = g 0 + Yˆ + gu ( u − 1) − g d ( v − v* ) .

(36)

In this expression, the bar over the growth rate of real GDP indicates an exponentially smoothed
average. The parameters g0, gu, and gd are all positive. Assuming a constant capital productivity, the
utilization growth rate is given by the difference of the GDP growth rate and the growth rate of the
capital stock,
uˆ= Yˆ − Kˆ .

(37)

2.6. Calibration
The model has been implemented in the Vensim system dynamics (SD) software, 6 and we
followed recommended procedures for constructing, calibrating and evaluating SD models. In
general, SD modelers do not trust any single test as establishing the validity of a model. Rather, a
series of tests gradually builds confidence in the model (Forrester and Senge 1980; Martinez-Moyano
and Richardson 2013, p. 112). Some of these refer to the model itself: the model structure should be
realistic, all parameters should have real-world meanings, and each equation should be logically
plausible. We followed these procedures in the model construction documented above. Other
confidence-building procedures involve parameter estimation: using data below the level of
aggregation of the model whenever possible (Graham 1976, p. 549), estimating each of the model’s
components separately (Homer [1983] 2012), and calibrating against historical data (Oliva 2003).
As with many SD models, data limitations prevented us from using data below the level of
aggregation of the model, so we followed the other two procedures. Using historical data, we
calibrated separately two components: GDP and imports, and investment and debt. Time-series data
were collected for Barbados, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago from underlying national accounts
data used to prepare the Penn World Table version 8.1 (PWT81) (Feenstra et al. 2015), including GDP
Y (q_gdp) 7 , exports X (q_x), imports M (q_m), investment I (q_i), and exchange rates e (xr).
Corresponding price levels were computed using nominal values: e.g., the price level of consumption
(used as a proxy for Pd) was computed as v_c/q_c, and similarly for the price levels of imports (Pm),
exports (Px), investment (Pi), and GDP (P). Exports and GDP were used to compute exports as a share
of GDP, ξ. Depreciation rates δ (depr) were taken from the prepared PWT81 tables. To compute debt
levels (D), we used the World Bank World Development Indicators (WDI), subtracting reserves
(using FI.RES.TOTL.DT.ZS) from external debt stocks (DT.DOD.DECT.CD). Personal remittances as
a share of GDP were taken from WDI series BX.TRF.PWKR.DT.GD.ZS. Population data were taken
from the United Nations (UN DESA 2015).
To compute capital stocks (K), we first constructed time series from the investment and
depreciation data using the perpetual inventory method. This synthetic capital stock time series is

6

Vensim DSS version 6.4E (http://www.vensim.com). Model code is available upon request.

7

The variable in the public data set is listed in parentheses.
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determined by investment and depreciation data. It has one free parameter, the initial value for the
capital stock, which we estimated by calibrating against the synthetic capital stock time series.
In the perpetual inventory method, the initial capital stock becomes less important over time
due to depreciation and growth. Capital stock at time t is computed as
Kt =
(1 − δ t −1 ) K t −1 + I t −1 .

(38)

Solving this recurrence relation gives an expression in terms of historical investment and
depreciation rates, and the assumed initial value for the capital stock K0, as
t −1
t −1
 t −1

K t K 0 ∏ (1 − δ u ) + ∑  I u ∏ (1 − δ v ) .
=
u =0 
u= 0
v= u +1


(39)

The initial value appears in the first term, and is multiplied by an exponentially decaying factor.
If it has relative error of ε0 at time 0, by time t the relative error is smaller,

εt ε0
=

K0
Kt

t −1

∏ (1 − δ ).
u =0

u

(40)

Investment and depreciation data series for Barbados start in 1960, for Jamaica in 1953, and for
Trinidad and Tobago in 1950. However, we expect the model parameters to vary (relatively slowly)
over time due to structural changes, so we do not calibrate against the full historical data set. Rather,
we start the calibration runs in 1986, after several Caribbean countries implemented financial reforms.
By that time, a relative error of ±100% is reduced to ±15% in Barbados, ±5% in Jamaica, and ±1% in
Trinidad and Tobago. We constructed time series by assuming a capital–output ratio of 2.5 years in
the initial year of the capital accounting calculations, but in calibration runs we allowed the 1986
value of the capital stock to vary by the relative errors quoted above.
Following recommended practice in SD modeling, we calibrated separately different submodels within the full model. We used the Powell (1964) optimizer available in Vensim. For each
sub-model, we provided external data series for exports, depreciation rates, prices (including the
exchange rate), and population. We then provided additional external data, depending on the submodel.
We weighted each calibration variable by the inverse mean square root error. With this practice,
the errors can be interpreted as confidence intervals, assuming that deviations, as a function of the
fitted parameters, are approximately quadratic near the estimated parameter values. Because we do
not know the mean square root error a priori, we carried out multiple calibration runs manually,
using the estimated errors for the weights, until the estimates converged. This procedure required
either one or two iterations.
A complication in calibrating (and running) the model is that we do not impose a requirement
that sector receipts cover costs. As a diagnostic, we calculated profit shares as



P
P
πx =
1 −  ω x + d adx + m mx  ,
Px
Px



(41)



P
P
1 −  ωd + x axd + m md  .
πd =
Pd
Pd



(42)

We then constrained the ranges of the variables ωx, ωd, mx, md, adx and axd such that, aside from
acute periods when profits were squeezed, these values were positive in Barbados, Trinidad and
Tobago, and in the export sector in Jamaica. It did not prove possible to construct positive profits in
the domestic sector in Jamaica given all the other calibration constraints. We note, as a possible source
of the discrepancy, that all three price series in Jamaica—Pd, Px, Pm—were equal to each other, unlike
in the other two countries. However, in the same period the price levels of consumption and GDP
were not constant (Feenstra et al. 2015), suggesting possible problems in the underlying data. In the
calibration runs we allowed negative profits in the domestic sector in Jamaica.
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2.6.1. GDP and Imports
For GDP, we used the observed data for imports and estimated parameter values for the
technical coefficients axd and adx, the base consumption level c0, marginal domestic consumption from
exports, cx, saving out of wages sw, the wage smoothing parameter z, initial value for the smoothed
wage, and the wage shares ωx and ωd. We used data from 1986 to 2011 for both GDP and exports as
a share of GDP for the calibration, but they are not independent, so we estimated 9 parameters using
26 data points.
Imports are tied to GDP through demand for imported intermediate goods for domestic
production. Two parameters determine demand for imported consumption goods in Equation (21):
the scale parameter m0 and the elasticity εm. To these we add the import coefficients mx and md in
Equation (9). Calibrating against import data from 1986 to 2011 gives 4 parameters calibrated against
26 data points.
2.6.2. Investment and Debt
To calibrate the investment function, we provided observed time series for GDP, in addition to
the common set of external data. For Jamaica, which has a full debt time series, we also provided
debt, D. For Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago, which do not have full debt time series, we used the
calculated debt levels. We then estimated values in the investment function, Equation (36): the base
investment rate g0, utilization coefficient gu, debt coefficient gd, reference debt-to-GDP level v*, and
the initial value for utilization. We also allowed the initial capital stock to vary by the amounts noted
above.
For debt, we fit the interest rate, i, initial external debt, and remitted profits as a rate applied to
capital, ρK. In both Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago the initial debt level had to be estimated.
Furthermore, in Trinidad and Tobago there were substantial changes to the ownership and
management structure of the oil and gas sector over 1986–1999 (Boopsingh and McGuire 2014). The
structural break appeared to occur near 1997, so we fit two values for the rate of remitted profits, one
for before and one for after 1997.
To 26 data points for investment in all countries, we added 12 debt series data points for
Barbados and Trinidad. To the 6 investment parameters in all countries, we added 4 debt parameters
for Barbados (11 parameters against 38 data points) and 5 debt parameters for Trinidad and Tobago
(12 parameters against 38 data points).
In Jamaica, we calibrated investment separately from debt. Fitting the investment data from 1986
to 2011 gave 6 parameters calibrated against 26 data points, while for debt we had 3 parameters
against 26 data points.
3. Results
In this section we present goodness-of-fit statistics and estimated parameter values for each of
the calibrated models. These are the main results for this paper, as our goal is to document the model
and demonstrate its performance against historical data. However, the reason the model was built
was to carry out simulations as an input into adaptation scenarios. To illustrate the model for its
intended use, we provide some simulation results for Barbados.
3.1. Goodness-of-Fit
We report goodness-of-fit statistics for GDP, investment, debt and imports in Table 1.
Particularly problematic values are indicated by underlining. The first three columns in the table are
the R2 (coefficient of determination), the adjusted R2, Durbin–Watson, and mean absolute percentage
error. The last three columns are the components of a Theil decomposition of the model-data variance
(Sterman 1984). The statistic Um is the fraction of the mean squared error due to difference in the
mean, Uv is due to differences in variance, and Uc is due to point-to-point covariance. The three values
sum to one by construction. Ideally, the model reproduces both the mean and the variance, so the
model best reproduces the data series when Uc = 1. The adjusted R2 captures the loss of explanatory
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power due to the number of parameters relative to the number of observations. It is usually applied
to models for the same result variable but with a different number of explanatory variables, but can
also be compared to the unadjusted R2 to indicate the bias introduced by having too few data relative
to the number of parameters.
Due to the missing debt data in Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago, we used the debt data series
mainly to constrain the fit to the investment data, so results for debt are not shown in the table for
those two countries. Aside from investment in Trinidad and Tobago, the model performs well on
most metrics. We focus on the problematic ones, which are underlined in the table. The Durbin–
Watson statistic is less than one for GDP in Barbados, and for GDP and imports in Jamaica, indicating
residual serial correlation. The mean absolute percentage errors are generally less than or
approximately equal to 10%, aside from investment in Trinidad and Tobago, where it is 15% (and the
adjusted R2 statistic is 0.45). The Theil statistics generally suggest fidelity, although there is a bias in
the mean value of GDP for Jamaica, and the model does not fully capture variance in investment in
Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago, debt in Jamaica, and imports in Barbados and Jamaica.
Table 1. Goodness-of-fit statistics (underlined values indicate a potential problem).
R2
GDP
Investment
Imports

0.85
0.79
0.94

GDP
Investment
Debt
Imports

0.85
0.92
0.93
0.69

GDP
Investment
Imports

0.96
0.63
0.93

Adj R2

DW

MAPE

Barbados
0.76
0.45
3.1
0.70
1.03
8.9
0.93
1.77
4.4
Jamaica
0.76
0.85
3.9
0.89
1.07
4.8
0.92
1.26
10.7
0.64
0.69
8.2
Trinidad and Tobago
0.94
1.45
5.8
0.45
1.78
15.4
0.92
2.00
7.4

Um

Theil
Uv

Uc

0.06
0.00
0.00

0.03
0.08
0.27

0.91
0.92
0.73

0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.04
0.21
0.35

0.80
0.96
0.78
0.64

0.04
0.00
0.01

0.02
0.23
0.00

0.93
0.77
0.99

To gain a better understanding of what the goodness-of-fit statistics represent, an example of a
good fit—GDP in Trinidad and Tobago—is shown in Figure 3. An example of a less-good fit—
investment in Trinidad and Tobago—is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, investment generally
follows the observed trend, but fails to capture much of the variance, suggesting that factors other
than utilization and debt levels significantly influence investment. In Trinidad and Tobago,
investment is dominated by the oil and gas industry, and in recent years predominantly by natural
gas. Adding lagged natural gas rents as a share of GDP to the model modestly improved the adjusted
R2 (to 0.50) and substantially improved the Theil statistics (Uc = 0.92). However, it left essentially
unchanged the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE = 14.4).
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GDP Calibration
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Figure 3. A good fit: GDP in Trinidad and Tobago. (1: calculated; 2: historical).
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Figure 4. A less-good fit: Investment in Trinidad and Tobago (1: calculated; 2: historical).

3.2. Parameter Estimates
Estimated values for selected parameters are shown in Table 2. Some of the values are equal to
the imposed upper or lower limit of the allowed range. These are underlined in the table. The
estimated parameters are not unreasonable at face value. Investment in Trinidad and Tobago is less
sensitive to changes in utilization and debt levels than either Barbados or Jamaica; this is a plausible
result, as it is the wealthiest of the three countries and an oil exporter. Jamaica, with the lowest per
capita income, has a lower estimated threshold level of debt-to-GDP ratio, which is also plausible.
Table 2. Estimated parameter values (underlined values are at the upper or lower end of the allowed
range).
Parameter
g0
gu
gd
v*
m0
εm
cx

Barbados
0.017
0.101
0.017
1.889
0.177
−0.123
0.000

Jamaica
0.046
0.282
0.013
0.644
0.000
−2.802
0.000

Trinidad and Tobago
0.040
0.048
0.001
2.000
0.420
−3.000
0.000
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sw
ωx
ωd
axd
adx
mx
md
i

0.000
0.400
0.700
0.189
0.250
0.250
0.082
0.070

0.034
0.372
0.700
0.250
0.500
0.237
0.196
0.012

ρK

0.000

0.003

0.468
0.400
0.699
0.202
0.250
0.170
0.032
0.028
pre-’97 0.081
post-’97 0.048

Domestic consumption of export-sector goods was estimated to be zero in all countries; this is
not unreasonable, although it is likely that at least some goods intended for export are consumed
domestically. Imports of consumer goods rise with per capita income, although the estimate of zero
for Jamaica is problematic (the upper limit of the confidence interval is 0.8%). Wage shares are higher
in the domestic sector, but this is because we set different limits; wage shares are allowed to be higher
in the domestic sector because they are assumed to be less capital intensive.
The parameter estimates are consistent with considerable intermediate exchange within the
national economies between the export and domestic sectors. Indeed, demand for domestic goods by
the export sector is at the upper end of the allowed range in each country. This is a positive outcome,
if true, because it is indicative of domestic insertion of the export sector. Imports of intermediate
goods are lower in the domestic sector than the export sector in all countries, which is reasonable, as
the export sectors are more thoroughly integrated into the global economy.
Remitted profits are expected to be higher, the more capital is owned by foreign entities. We
thus expect it to be highest in Trinidad and Tobago, and particularly high before the change in the
ownership structure. This expectation is met with the estimated parameters. However, the estimate
of zero for Barbados is suspect, as the country has seen substantial foreign direct investment, and
some profits are remitted.
3.3. Simulations
In the study for which the model was built, simulations were run for all three countries under
different regional scenarios. There were two stochastic elements in each run: export demand and
storm damage under climate change. For each scenario, the model was run thousands of times to
2050 and mean values were extracted. The storm damage sub-model had some novel elements, and
is being documented separately for peer review. As we focus on the performance of the
macroeconomic model against historical data, we do not report the study results in this paper.
Instead, we demonstrate the model by exploring the consequences of variable export demand for one
of the study countries, Barbados.
Historically, demand for exports in Barbados, including tourism demand, has grown at an
average of 2.6%/year, with a standard deviation of 12.3%/year 8. We ran 25 simulations from 2011 to
2031, in which at each time period the growth rate of export demand was drawn from a truncated
normal distribution with the historical mean and standard deviation. The distribution was truncated
at ±50%, so that export demand was not allowed to fall or rise by more than half of its previous-period
value.
Demographic parameters—crude birth rate, crude death rate, and migration—were drawn from
the UN mid-range population projections. Personal remittances per capita were maintained at their
2010 levels, inflated by the GDP price level. Barbados has established and maintained an exchange
rate of 2 BBD/USD, and we assumed this level throughout the 20 years of the simulations. World
prices for investment, imports, and exports were assumed to grow at 2%/year. Consumer price
inflation was calculated using the results of a regression, in which the price inflation depends on the
8

These statistics are for the time period 1975-2008. The augmented Dickey–Fuller and Phillips–Perron tests
failed to reject a unit root for the time series of log exports.
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previous period value (with coefficient 0.3) and the GDP per capita growth rate (with coefficient 0.2). Other parameters were set to their calibrated values, as shown in Table 2, and maintained at
those values throughout the simulation.
The results are shown in Figure 5–Figure 7. Each figure shows all 25 simulations, with the first
simulation highlighted in order to show one run clearly. Export demand—an exogenous parameter
in the model—is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, the large historical volatility translates in the
scenario into a wide range of future possibilities. The highlighted simulation is particularly favorable,
but as the figure makes clear, other less positive outcomes are within the range of historical
experience.
10,000

7500

5000

2500

0
2011

2016

2021
Time (Year)

2026

2031

Figure 5. Exports in the simulation runs in million BBD (the first run is highlighted).

GDP is shown in Figure 6. The favorable trend in export demand in the highlighted simulation
translates into comparatively steady but not spectacular growth. The effect of wage smoothing in the
consumption function, persistence in the investment function, and demand for domestic goods
makes GDP noticeably less volatile than exports. Nevertheless, export demand ultimately drives the
economy. Most simulations lead to positive growth, but in simulations where export demand fails,
GDP declines. These scenarios feature a fall in utilization and rising debt, both of which depress
investment.
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Time (Year)
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Figure 6. GDP in the simulation runs in million BBD (the first run is highlighted).

The debt-to-GDP level in Barbados has been generally rising since 2003, although it fell in the
immediate aftermath of the 2007 financial crisis. In each simulation, the debt-to-GDP ratio continues
to increase, as shown in Figure 7. Under the favorable conditions of the highlighted simulation, the
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debt-to-GDP ratio stabilizes by 2031. Under less favorable conditions it rises, eventually depressing
investment. The model does not automatically stabilize a downward spiral of falling investment and
increasing debt; if export demand were to fail consistently, then some intervention would be needed.
Unlike many national economic modeling exercises, the present model was built to provide
economic trends in adaptation scenarios, rather than to support economic policy analysis. We reflect
on the implications of the model for climate scenarios in the discussion.
3
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2031

Figure 7. Debt-to-GDP ratio in the simulation runs in years (the first run is highlighted).

4. Discussion
In this paper we have described the development and calibration of a structuralist model for
small island developing states (SIDS), which we calibrated against historical data for the Caribbean
countries of Barbados, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago. The model design seeks to capture insights
from the Caribbean economic tradition while respecting data limitations. We accomplished this by
building on that tradition, taking a dual-sector model and constructing an effective one-sector model.
This allowed us to calibrate the model against mainly external data, while relating it to an implicit
internal structure. For the most part, the estimated parameter values make sense, and the goodnessof-fit statistics are largely supportive of the model.
To the extent that the estimated parameters reflect reality, they yield a positive result about the
three economies. A central concern in Caribbean economic thought (emphasized by Demas [1965]
2009) is the degree to which the export sector—the source of foreign exchange and the engine of
growth—is inserted into the domestic economy. In the model this insertion is reflected in the input–
output coefficients adx and axd. These are significantly positive (the bottom end of the 95% confidence
interval is greater than zero), indicating substantial intermediate exchange between the domestic and
export sectors. The statistical results are also encouraging. The structural features of the Caribbean
islands arise from their small size and access to export markets. These features are common to all
SIDS, and so is the reality of limited data. This suggests that the model and methods used in this
paper might be extended to other SIDS contexts.
Although the results are promising, they must be treated with caution until they have been
validated, and the models refined, using data within the countries. Country-specific data can also be
used to extend the model for a richer policy discussion. The sectoral detail could be increased,
government could be included explicitly, household behavior could be better represented, and the
external balance could be coupled with the internal balance. Regarding improvement of the current
model, best practice in systems dynamics modeling is to estimate parameters using data below the
level of aggregation of the model (Graham 1976, p. 549). Parameters such as domestic consumption
of goods from the export sector, cx, basic consumption expenditure c0, and import propensity m can
be estimated from household surveys, while consumption of intermediate goods (both domestic and
imported) can be estimated from industry surveys and intermittent national statistics. The
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fundamental assumptions (e.g., the form of the consumption function) can be further tested through
surveys. While these data may be available only at discrete times, rather than as a series, point
estimates bound the possible range of model parameters and can suggest refinements to the model.
Using within-country data, the model can be extended to include domestic activities and the internal
balance, including banking, taxation and the government sector.
The model was developed to support a set of Caribbean climate adaptation scenarios (Drakes et
al. 2016). At present, the economic models used for climate policy are best suited to large continental
economies. Even in this context, they are problematic (Stanton et al. 2009), but by design they are a
poor fit to small open economies. Yet, SIDS are particularly vulnerable to climate change (Nurse et
al. 2014), so there is a need for models that are well adapted to the realities that SIDS face. As noted
by Kraay and Easterly (1999), as a group small open economies, including SIDS, have relatively high
per capita incomes compared to countries in the same region. Kraay and Easterly conclude from this
that the problems of SIDS and other small states are “small”, but we disagree. In addition to climate
vulnerability, SIDS are vulnerable to global and regional economic conditions. They rely for their
growth on fickle export markets and for their development on successfully integrating their export
and domestic markets. This is not a problem that is solved once and for all, and many of the drivers
of change are outside the country’s direct control. Economic models used for policy analysis should
account for these facts.
The Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) (O’Neill et al. 2014, 2017), part of a new round of
global climate scenarios (Moss et al. 2010; Van Vuuren et al. 2014; Ebi et al. 2014) offer a useful
language for framing the challenges that SIDS face. The SSPs are organized against axes of
“challenges to adaptation” (Rothman et al. 2014) and “challenges to mitigation”. Economic resources
are an important component of adaptive capacity. As the simulation results for Barbados indicate,
volatile export demand can be a challenge to adaptation for SIDS, and indeed to any small open
economy. Prospects for diversification are limited in small states, and for island states both export
demand and productive capacity may be affected by climate extremes. As an indication of the
potential size of this effect under historical climate, Strobl (2012) has shown that hurricanes have
tended to depress GDP per capita growth in the Caribbean by 0.83 percentage points on average. As
storms increase in frequency and intensity, the impacts on SIDS are expected to worsen (Nurse et al.
2014). The analysis of technological potential by Hausmann and Klinger (2009) strongly supports the
longstanding view of Caribbean economists that regional economic integration can help improve
both regional and national economic prospects. However, it remains politically challenging; thus,
political constraints are challenges to adaptation in the Caribbean.
In the Caribbean, challenges to adaptation are intertwined with challenges to mitigation. Among
the political challenges to integration is the wide difference in economic status, ranging from lowincome states to high-income states. Trinidad and Tobago is the wealthiest of the Caribbean nations,
a consequence of the country’s successful management of its fossil fuel resources, at least since the
1990s. Yet, the most stringent mitigation pathways are the ones urged by the Association of Small
Island States (AOSIS), and even the less restrictive two-degree trajectories imply that most fossil
reserves are “unburnable” (McGlade and Ekins 2015). Equity considerations suggest that the
wealthiest and historically highest-emitting countries must lead in halting fossil fuel extraction, 9 but
that is just one consideration in a complex web of equity claims (Lenferna 2018). Serious efforts to
meet the Paris agreement could put Trinidad and Tobago’s resources at risk of stranding, and alter
the political calculus of regional integration in the Caribbean.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents a macroeconomic model for small island developing states (SIDS) in the
Caribbean structuralist tradition. Growth is driven by export demand, while development, in Demas’
([1965] 2009) terms, is dependent on the integration of the export sector with the rest of the domestic
economy. Starting with a two-sector model (domestic and export), we constructed an effective one9
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sector model and calibrated it for Barbados, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago using components of
the external balance, aggregate national accounts, price series, and population.
The results are encouraging. The parameter estimates and goodness-of-fit statistics are, for the
most part, reasonable, suggesting that the model is capturing real features of Caribbean economies.
The model is intended for use in climate adaptation scenarios, but should be further validated and
informed using within-country data. If it proves to be realistic and useful then it should be suitable
for other SIDS, both inside and outside the Caribbean.
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